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Obama at threshold of fiscal crisis
Washington races against
time to quell partisanship
and hammer out tax deal
DAVID HOOD
Daily Titan

Newly re-elected President Barack
Obama is back to work tying up the
loose ends that left Capitol Hill frayed
in the months leading up to last Tuesday’s decisive win for Democrats in the
Oval Office and the U.S. Senate.
The looming fiscal crisis, skyrocketing national debt, immigration reform, health care and a stagnant job
market face Washington, D.C. at a
time when Millennials are looking for
jobs and a future after college.
During the second presidential debate, Obama and Gov. Mitt Romney
fielded numerous questions by citizens who wanted to directly interact

with the presidential candidates.
When asked about student debt
and the swelling cost of higher education, Obama promised to make college more affordable in an economy
that has been improving at a moderate
pace since its plummet three years ago.
Until Tuesday, Obama has had his
hands tied with a staunch GOP-controlled House of Representatives that
attempted to block any bill that would
increase taxes, business regulation or
universalize healthcare.
Obama supporters have branded
him as a president who has made college more inexpensive with standardized loan programs, increased pell
grants and pell grant qualifications
for students.
College affordability has been a
top priority for Obama, which is a
major contributing factor to the number of votes he received by nearly a

CAMPUS | Parking

Safety the focus
of construction
New walkway will minimize
pedestrian exposure to
traffic in College Park lot
IAN WHEELER
Daily Titan

Jackhammers shattered aged asphalt as ground was broken late last
week as part of a project to convert
the parking lot on the northwest
side of College Park into a patio and
walkway, which will flow directly
into the College Park lobby.
At the heart of the renovation is a
diagonal corridor that will be lined
with benches, tables and palm trees.
A cul-de-sac will also be added to
redirect vehicle traffic moving west
through the lot. The new elements will
replace several dozen parking spaces in
front of the building.
Construction is scheduled to be
completed by Jan. 21.
The project had been in planning
for some time, according to Jim Alexander, director of property development for Auxiliary Services Corporation (ASC) of Cal State Fullerton,
which is funding the construction.

Alexander described the project as
an investment in pedestrian safety,
convenience and aesthetics, and said
it is College Park’s first offering to the
CollegeTown redevelopment plan,
which has not yet been finalized by
the city of Fullerton.
“We’ve been talking about it for a
while, but we needed all the consensus
from the Chancellor’s Office and all
this kind of stuff, so it’s taken a while
for us to get to this,” said Alexander.
Alexander said construction was
scheduled to begin in early November
so that it would be completed before
students and faculty returned for the
spring semester in January.
“We’re trying to do this all so that
when everybody comes back (next semester)… it’s all done,” he said. “We
wanted to start now and inconvenience
folks for only a couple of weeks rather
than the whole spring.”
Although a message was posted on
the student Portal Nov. 2 to inform
students that construction would begin Nov. 5, Alexander said ASC did
not directly alert students or faculty.
SEE PROJECT, 3

“two-to-one margin,” said Abraham
White, communications associate for
the Center for American Progress, an
openly liberal think tank in Washington, D.C. that has championed Democrats in the political arena for years.
“Fighting student debt and ensuring that financial aid is available to
every student who needs it is critical
to our generation’s success and the
President has already shown his commitment to those goals by doubling
investments in Pell Grants and keeping interest rates low on federal student loans,” White said.
But skeptics from the middle and
the right have called Obama’s education policy somewhat idealistic and
unrepeatable from the last time he
had an opportunity to do so in the
form of monetary stimulus packages
handed out to states for their public
educational networks.

Michael McShane, M.Ed., a research fellow for the American Enterprise Institute in Washington, D.C.,
recently authored a book titled President Obama and Education Reform: The
Personal and the Political, in which he
describes Obama’s educational policy
in more depth than his presidency. He
said Obama will likely have to herald
more reforms from the bully pulpit instead of pumping money directly into
the system, which he had the luxury of
doing in his first term.
“In his first term, he had the
advantage of stimulus package, so
the types of reforms, things he was
pushing, he was able to tie billions
of dollars of spending along with
him,” said McShane. “It doesn’t look
like, in his second term, he’s going to
have that same luxury.”
SEE CLIFF, 3

LINDSAY HENKEL
For the Daily Titan

The Cal State Fullerton women’s
basketball team pulled off a big win
in their home opener Sunday against
Sacramento State, defeating the Hornets 94-75. CSUF began the game on
a 9-4 run and led 43-31 at halftime.
During the intermission, Head
Coach Marcia Foster wanted to
make sure the Titans came back and
held onto their lead.
“We talked about continuing to
improve. We needed to take away
Sacramento’s three-pointers and stop
their penetration. We stayed with
our game plan,” said Foster.
CSUF ultimately soared over the
Hornets, and they held a lead of
more than 20 points with a minute
left in the game. The Titans’ 94-point
effort was their highest scoring since
December 2010 when they beat the
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At a Veterans Day commemoration in West Covina, Korean War veteran Richard Gonzalez searches among 2,000 flags for the names
of his two brothers who were killed in action during World War II. Each flag represented a veteran or soldier killed in the line of duty.
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Titans sting the
Hornets, 94-75

Hornets 100-74. Sophomore guard
Chante Miles aided the Titans with
a career high 18 points, 12 of which
came from behind the arc where she
made four of her eight attempts.
“It definitely helps my confidence
scoring 18 points at our first game at
home. Last year I did not perform as
well, so starting out the season like
this really helps my confidence as a
player,” said Miles.
Miles was not the only player to
score double-digits on Sunday; five
Titan players scored ten points or
more. Foster was pleased with the
way the team played together.
“When I looked at the box score,
a lot of players scored a lot of points.
There were a lot of people who rebound and everybody contributed.
It was not just one player, it was the
team,” Foster said.
This was the first game of the
season played at the Titan Gym,
which may have added to the players’ nerves.
“There was some pressure since it
was our first home game, but not a
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Offense not a problem in
the second half of women’s
basketball home opener

40%

Industry experts
talk cybersecurity
JAZMIN SANCHEZ
Daily Titan

ROBERT HUSKEY / Daily Titan

Junior guard Brianna Barfield dribbles the ball by the sideline away
from a defender. Barfield racked up seven points and six rebounds.

lot. It was a lot of confidence for us
as a team and momentum to come
out with a win the next time we
play,” Miles said.
In the practices leading up to the
game, the Titans knew they needed
to make their defense as strong as
possible. “We went over a lot defen-

sively. Sacramento State was a shooting team so we knew we would have
to stop them,” Miles said.
Foster knew Sacramento State’s
potential, but was not nervous during
the few moments the Titans trailed.
SEE BASKETBALL, 8

A group comprised of Cal State Fullerton students, faculty, guests from
local industries and organizations and
engineering scholars gathered at the
Fullerton Holiday Inn on Thursday to
discuss the nation’s issue of cyber security and what individuals and companies can do to assess these problems.
Dean Raman Unnikrishnan of
Cal State Fullerton’s College of Engineering and Computer Science
said they host four technical breakfasts each year.
“CSUF is looking at cyber security
as an area of focus,” said Unnikrishnan, who also announced that the college is making steps toward hiring in
the field of cyber security.
Ron Williamson, Ph.D., senior
engineering fellow with Raytheon
Network Centric Systems, was the
appointed lecturer at the second ECS
breakfast this year.
Raytheon, one of the world’s
leading weapons manufacturers, is
a large supporter of the College of

Engineering and Computer Science,
said Hart Roussel, director of development at the college.
Roussel noted that some 30 percent of Raytheon employees are
CSUF alumni.
“Cyber is an exciting area and it’s a
very nervous area to get into in terms
of the vulnerabilities we all experience
across the board,” said Williamson,
who has more than 30 years of experience in aerospace informational systems and software engineering.
“Obviously the cyber risks we run
into are pervasive. How do we assure
the availability of energy resources to
support our day-to-day operations?
What do we do about it, how do we
defend ourselves, what are the processes involved, and how do we handle it
from a risk-management perspective?”
Williamson said.
Williamson described a variety of
threat vectors, including both viruses
and objects in the physical world, such
as squirrels and rodents, that can impact the infrastructure.
SEE SECURITY, 3
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Veterans remembered

Photos by WILLIAM CAMARGO / Daily Titan
and JOHN PEKCAN / For the Daily Titan
TOP LEFT: The Covina Rotary Club honored veterans by
holding several events throughout the weekend at Sierra Vista
Middle School.
TOP RIGHT: A youth ROTC cadet from Orange County
marches at a ceromony held at Hillscrest Park during Fullerton’s Veterans Parade Monday.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Cadets from several Orange County cities were present during Fullerton’s Annual Veterans Parade to
honor those who served in various wars and conflicts.
BOTTOM LEFT: Jeffrey Harris from Fullerton salutes the
American flag Monday during the annual Fullerton Veterans
Day Parade.
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PROJECT:
‘Investment in safety’
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Some faculty have complained
that the loud noises from the construction site have disrupted the
calm of their classrooms.
Robert Quezada, a communications lecturer, said he received a
memo stating that the demolition
stage of construction had finished,
but still asked if the project’s timing was appropriate.
“We did lose a lot of parking
spaces in a lot that already does
not have enough,” he said. “Many
of us wonder why this could not
be done during intersession or the
summer.”
Alexander said a bulk of the
work will be completed during
winter break while fewer people
will be on campus. In order to finish by the January deadline, how-

ever, construction had to start in
early November.
“We’re doing our best to not inconvenience the students as much
as possible,” Alexander said.
To help accommodate faculty,
Alexander said, several 30-minute
parking spaces on the south side of
the building have been converted
into faculty parking.
Another phase in the project is
being planned to address aesthetics in the northeast section of the
lot.
“You can’t mix students and
traffic,” Alexander said. “This is
what we’ve chosen to do, as well as
making (College Park) more inviting… I think when we’re all done
in the middle of January, people
are going to say, ‘Wow.’”
David Hood contributed to this
report.

NEWS

ROBERT HUSKEY / Daily Titan

Asphalt and concrete pile up as construction on the lot progresses.
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“There’s probably not going to be
another stimulus—there’s not going
to be another wholesale kind of bailout for the states,” he said.
McShane added that Obama will
probably be limited when it comes to
his educational policy due to the lack
of funds he had on hand last time.
Cliffhanging

Photos Courtesy of MCT
President Obama and Speaker Boehner have agreed to put
partisanship aside to deal with the looming fiscal crisis.

ket on the edge of its seat to see
what lawmakers will do.
On Monday, a White House official told Politico that this week
the president will conduct a series
of meetings with leaders from the
labor, business, Congress leader
and civic organizational communities to draw a plan to avoid the
fiscal cliff.
In a show of good faith, Obama
said he hopes to curb the predicament by limiting an extension of
the tax breaks to the most wealthy,
or earners who make $250,000 or
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EDITORIAL

CLIFF: Capitol greets Obama with crisis

Both sides of the party-split aisle
decreed days after the election that
a pact is necessary to parry the impending fiscal crisis when the Bushera tax cuts expire Jan. 1.
In a major speech, Speaker of the
House John Boehner called for collaboration between the embittered
sides to come to an agreement before the ticking halts at the end of
the year, which will shoulder the
U.S. over what has been called the
“fiscal cliff.”
The fiscal cliff is dismally described as an estimated $3,500 per
household increase in taxes, in addition to the first $110 billion of $1.2
trillion in spending cuts set to occur
over 10 years.
“Let’s challenge ourselves to find
the common ground that has eluded us,” said Boehner to the nation.
Wall Street was unimpressed—the
Dow Jones took a 313-point nosedive in the wake of an uneasy mar-
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more a year.
However, Romney aggressively
centered on his campaign on deregulation and lower taxes for all in
order for businesses to have more
spending capital to hire more workers and produce more.
Congressional Republicans are
likely to uphold this principle as
they always have.
A sullen and bruised job market
The job market, especially in Orange County, has been on the uptick

in the last quarter and will likely continue to improve, according to the
2013 Economic Forecast by Cal State
Fullerton’s Institute for Economic and
Environmental Studies research and
report released in October.
White noted that in spite of the
fact taxation and how it leads to job
creation is a major divider between
the two parties and reducing the
deficit is a priority for Republicans,
they must find a balance before the
American people lose out.
“While fiscal sustainability is
a critical ingredient in building a
strong economy and better future for
the generations to come, it is just as
important to maintain investments
in the current generation and ensure
that everyone has the opportunity to
succeed,” White said.
“Finding the balance between
these two will be essential to if Congress is serious about healing the
economy and putting America on
the right path,” he said.
McShane said although there have
been indications of private sector job
growth in the last few months, it has
not overcome the threshold that would
demonstrate a large-scale comeback
that is badly needed.
“I think the message to students at
Cal State is to not hold their breath
on the government solving this,” McShane said. “I think their best hope
for employment after graduation will
be for the economy to do better.”
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SECURITY: Seiged
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“Some of the cyber attackers
out there are taking advantage of
understanding the physical limitations and the lack of resiliency in
our physical infrastructure is and
be able to remotely attack those
physical mechanisms and bringing
down the grid,” Williamson said.
A typical company’s annual security budget is $344.6 million
to stop only 95 percent of threats,
said Williamson, who added that
not all threats can be averted.
Job opportunities are growing
in the cyber security sector for students and scholars. Williamson said
the coined term for the career in
this special field is “cyber warrior.”
“All of our companies and governments are looking for hiring
cyber warriors who would be able
to defend natural resources from
cyber attacks,” Williamson said.
Williamson said there are vulnerabilities in the power grid exploitable to weather and animals.
Cyber attackers are aware of these
vulnerabilities and realize they
do not have to be physically at a
power station to break into the infrastructure.

Williamson said cyber attacks
and physical attacks are no longer
separate from each other.
“We’re not just talking about
the hacker coming in and allocating critical safety, critical data,
they’re actually causing kinetic effects on mechanisms,” he said.
According to Williamson, technology is making advances toward
web enabling energy sources such
as utilities, railroads, transportation and pipelines.
Although there is economic
value in this system it also introduces vulnerabilities in the system
because “any type of remote access
is an attack vector possibility,” he
said.
Viruses, worms, Trojan horses
and blended threats do not all attack and destroy. Some are stealthy
to monitor and find vulnerabilities, Williamson said.
Some ways to prevent infrastructure impacts are to track the
movement of USB flash drives,
monitor changes in library files
and to not reuse the default administrator password.
“The bottom line is: Know your
enemy and know yourself,” Williamson said.

FOR THE RECORD
It is Daily Titan policy to correct factual errors printed in the
publication. Corrections will be published on the subsequent
issue after an error is discovered and will appear on page 2. Errors
on the Opinion page will be corrected on that page. Corrections
will also be made to the online version of the article.
Please contact Editor-in-Chief Anders Howmann at 657-2785815 or at dteditorinchief@gmail.com with issues about this
policy or to report any errors.
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2009

MAY: Gay marriage legalized in
Massachusetts

2011

APRIL: Iowa high court overturns ban on gay
marriage; gay marriage legalized in Vermont

2008

MAY: California Supreme Court legalizes gay marriage
OCT: Connecticut high court rules gay rules can marry
NOV: California passes Prop. 8 to ban gay marriage

JULY: New York law allowing samesex marriage goes into effect

2012

2010

JAN: New Hampshire law allowing
same-sex marriage goes into effect

FEB: California appeals court strikes down Prop. 8
NOV: Maine, Washington and Maryland approve
same-sex marriage

The new civil rights

SOURCE: L.A. TIMES

Marriage equality is gaining popular support in a country that once shirked the very idea
NICHOLAS RUIZ
Daily Titan

On Nov. 6, the American people in
Maine, Maryland and Washington decided that gay marriage was a right fit
for their lands. In addition, Minnesota
voters shot down a state constitutional
amendment that would have banned
gay marriage.
These were the first, second, and third
times in this country’s history that gay
marriage has been approved by the popular vote.
More than 200 years ago, the Founding Fathers created a document proclaiming the ideal that “all men are created
equal.” As many citizens know, this was
not held true by the very men who wrote
it, let alone the common man. Owning
slaves was commonplace, women could
not vote and racism was the norm.
Now in 2012, this country is still trying to reach that ideal. One of the latest
movements is the push for gay rights.
Of course, it has met resistance along
the way.
Before this election, 32 states had held
votes on same sex marriage, and each

time the measure was opposed in the
popular vote—a fact that social conservatives had always held over the heads of
gay rights advocates.
What has created a discrepancy of
public opinion between the 20th and
21st century concerning gay marriage
is up for debate. What is known is that
gay marriage reached majority support
in the United States as of 2010, a CNN
poll found.
Compare that to 1996, when Congress
passed the so-called Defense of Marriage
Act (DOMA) and only 25 percent of
Americans supported gay marriage.
It could be easy to draw parallels between the different civil rights movements in the nation’s history, including one about the progression of public
opinion. Another can be brought up
concerning the indecency of leaving human rights up to the voting public. This
is why states such as Iowa and Connecticut had gay marriage put on the books
by the judiciary, rather than legislative or
elective intervention.
Brown v. Board of Education was the
judicial branch of government enforcing
the right for blacks and whites to go to

the same school back in 1954. Black children had to be protected by government
agents on their way to school as whites
protested the desegregation.
Considering that there is now a black
man as president, those children did not
experience that anguish in vain.

“The votes for
marriage equality are votes for
progress.”
Yet there are differences from the civil
rights movements, as gay rights have really grown in the public eye, thanks in
part to the Internet becoming a driving
force in the world. It’s indeed correlation without solid proof of causation,
but it’s something to consider. The implication also affirms the idea of knowledge and exposure being keys to civil
rights progression.
The Internet is also a civil rights issue in itself, considered by some to be

the most democratic media in the world
today. Hence the nasty reaction to the
Stop Online Piracy Act, a bill in Congress that was believed by some, including the New York Times editorial board,
to be a drastic overreach of government
and the entertainment industries. Fear
of corporations spying into our internet
activities helped kill the bill before any
damage was done.
Not that there was anything wrong
with this uproar; let the people pursue
their legal porn in peace. Keep them on
the message boards, exchanging ideas
without fear of webpage blacklists.
Furthermore, let the gays get married.
There should be an equal uproar between
the preservation of the Internet as we
know it and the evolution of marriage
as some may not. If the idea of justice is
not enough to support this, let it be the
economy. Time magazine reported this
summer that gay marriage in New York
has raked in $259 million of revenue out
of tourism and government fees since legalization last year.
This may feel like pennies compared
to the national debt, but every cent
helps. It will all add up over time if en-

acted on the national level. Not to mention the thousands of benefits that gay
couples can have in marriage, which include tax breaks.
If Republicans want to be truly pragmatic, they will put aside their religious
qualms with gay marriage and legalize it.
They will stop spending millions, some
of which comes from tax money, to stop
marriage equality in its tracks. This includes John Boehner and his cronies in
Congress spending American cash and
time defending DOMA, a federal law
that President Obama and the majority
of the public no longer defends.
Speaking of the president, he must be
lauded for his support of gay marriage in
this election cycle. It’s not as bold as it
would have been if a president did so a
decade ago, that’s for sure, but it works
on a deeply symbolic level; one that is the
sign of times that are truly getting better
for gay people in this nation and many
parts of the world.
The votes for marriage equality are
votes for progress. They are ballots for atrisk gay teenagers looking for hope and a
true turning of the tide in the latest fight
for what is right.

Driving down cost, driving up risk
The government’s attempts
to provide cheap insurance
breeds dangerous building
DANIEL BARBEAU
For the Daily Titan

With Hurricane Sandy leaving
waterlogged destruction across the
East Coast, government agencies are
rushing to deliver supplies to affected
residents. Sandy and other national
disasters are tragic reminders of our
vulnerability to the whims of nature’s
wrath as more people move into beach
and river-front properties that offer
beautiful and pleasing environments.
Unfortunately, the federal government encourages risky building by
providing subsidized flood insurance
at below market rates that defray the
unwise costs of beachfront properties
that lie in high risk flood zones.
In 1968, Congress established the
National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP) to give low cost flood insurance where market-priced insurance
premiums were prohibitively high. The
program covers 5.6 million households
and businesses with property worth
$1.25 trillion of exposure. Until 1986,
the program was self-sustaining, but
because of low insurance premiums
and recent disasters, the program faces

$17.75 billion in debt (borrowed from
the Treasury Department) and financial insolvency is a real possibility.
Unfortunately, below market flood
insurance subsidized by the government encourages risky building activity
in frequently flooded areas that results
in later insurance claims. Private insurers offer prohibitive premiums in such
areas for an obvious reason: frequent
hurricanes inevitably smash shoreline
constructions, after which insurance
companies would face an avalanche of
claims, driving them into bankruptcy.
However, the NFIP does not face this
problem since their guarantees are
backed by the American taxpayer, and
with no profit motive and backed by
the government, it can offer premiums
cheaper than any private institution.
Below market insurance encourages risky home construction in flood
zones, since property owners can be
covered with low premiums that would
be impossible to match on the market.
Assisted with government financed
insurance, more buildings reside in
dangerous areas, which results in disasters that tragically kill more people
and damage more property than if they
were not artificially incentivized to reside in these areas.
Those properties that are at especially high risk are often repeatedly de-

stroyed and rebuilt at taxpayer expense.
For example, 1 percent of NFIP
properties account for a third of paid
claims. Without subsidized government insurance these homeowners
would have exorbitant premiums in
the marketplace and be less likely to
rebuild in high risk areas, which would
remove people and property from dangerous areas. A large amount of claims
go to well-heeled vacation homes or
commercial developments, creating
a transfer of wealth to the affluent as
average Americans finance frequently
flattened and rebuilt beachfront mansions through subsidized insurance.
Congress recently tweaked some of
the program’s most glaring problems.
Reforms such as a mandatory reserve
for the fund, a phase-out of eligibility
for second homes, premium increases
and modifying designated flood zones
will help the bottom line of the program. However, the moral hazard of
rewarding risky behavior with financial
subsidies remains.
With more people moving to beachfront and flood zone properties, subsidized government insurance encourages irresponsible building on dangerous
lowlands, and the results will continue
to be financially borne by the American taxpayer, not to mention the magnified loss of property and lives.

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
The Daily Titan welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must include
the sender’s first and last
name. Students must include their majors and
other writers must include
their affiliation to the university, if applicable. Letters must refer to an article
published within the last
week. Once a letter is submitted it becomes property
of the Daily Titan. Publication of letters is based on
the validity of content and
may be edited for length,
grammar and spelling. Letters may be sent to dteditorinchief@gmail.com.
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Oil obstacles:
Hitting a peak

Courtesy of MCT

Police dogs are often used to search for illegal drugs, but recent studies show that handlers may
give involuntary clues to their animals.

Police dogs should stay
Though they may not be accurate every
time, dogs are a useful ally for officers
JONATHAN WINSLOW
Daily Titan

For years now, man’s best friend has been a drug dealer’s
worst nightmare. Though police dogs have proven to be a
valuable asset in the war on drugs, the U.S. Supreme Court
is currently hearing two cases that may severely reduce the
impact of drug-sniffing dogs on potential searches.
Up until now, an alert from a drug dog has been considered probable cause for a search, which means if an officer’s dog gives the signal around a home or vehicle, it’s perfectly justified to pursue an investigation (though a warrant
would still be required for searching a home). That may be
changing now, depending on how the Supreme Court rules
in these two cases. The justices are considering whether
launching a search based on a dog’s alert violates the Fourth
Amendment, which bans unreasonable searches.
It’s worth noting that both of these cases ended in successful drug busts.
The two cases are Florida v. Harris and Florida v. Jardines, both of which involve police dogs alerting their
handlers and prompting a search. In the former case, an
officer’s canine gave an alert when an officer pulled over a
vehicle with expired tags. After searching the truck, the officer found a plethora of ingredients used to make methamphetamines. In the latter case, a dog gave an alert outside a
person’s home. The police got a warrant and came back to
find marijuana growing inside.
Despite both of these cases being successful tales of
canines coming through for the force, both the Florida
Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court are leaning towards the opinion that police dogs are not effective enough to constitute probable cause for a search by
themselves.
Those arguing for this point cite the fact that in controlled tests, evidence was found that police dogs are likely
to give false alerts based on cues from their handlers and
other elements. For example, in one test, handlers were
(falsely) told beforehand that an area marked with red construction paper indicated drugs.

In this test, dogs alerted on these red construction paper
spots twice as often as on other spots.
In addition to this, the Chicago Tribune reported that in
certain districts, only 44 percent of car searches triggered by
dogs turned up any drugs.
They say “only” 44 percent, as if to indicate that is some
sort of abysmal failure, when it certainly doesn’t seem that
way when one considers the matter carefully.
Even if police dogs aren’t right all the time, the fact of the
matter is that they’ve done an enormous amount of good
for the community. Florida, the state where all of this controversy started, has more than 1,000 K-9 units, which were
responsible for more than 130,000 arrests last year alone.
Furthermore, it should once again be mentioned that
the two cases that started all this consideration were both
successful busts. All this fuss might be understood had the
police barged in to a kindly old woman’s flat on a false alert,
but this wasn’t the case. Both cases ended in drug busts
against dealers who were discovered thanks to the efforts
of police dogs.
Some arguing against police dogs claim that they should
be held to a higher standard, and say tests should be conducted outside of the police force and that dogs must be
accurate at least 90 percent of the time. In all honesty, this
is completely absurd. Dogs can be an indispensable tool in
the war on drugs due to their keen noses.
It’s highly unlikely a police officer sniffing around somebody’s front door on their own would yield anywhere near
44 percent accuracy, let alone a 90 percent. Rather than
blowing failures out of proportion, it seems more reasonable for the Supreme Court to recognize that the members
of the K-9 unit are, ideally, partners for officers.
Instead of treating them like tools, why not expect a level
of synergy from dogs and their handlers? Dogs are man’s
best friend, after all.
If a dog gives an alert, and the officer supplements that
with their own judgment to determine that their dog
might be onto something, then we officially have two
trained individuals claiming that a search is a good idea.
Whether they’re humans or animals, it would be shameful to disrespect our officers by calling their training into
question, and doubly so when it would needlessly cripple
the fight against drugs.

“Green: concerned with or
relating to conservation of the
world’s natural resources and improvement of the environment.”
I’m a guy that believes that being green can improve the world
substantially. I want to re-brand
the whole green concept to you,
because it seems that it’s gotten a
bad rap time and time again.
Inevitably, many people have
come to the conclusion that this
whole movement is all about climate change. I want to throw
that whole misconception out the
window, especially since there are
many global warming naysayers
out there.
For those of you who believe
that green technologies and methods are around solely for the purpose of curbing the greenhouse
effect, let me submit to you that
there are a variety of reasons that
going green can benefit you.
In writing this column I hope
to show that going green can be
delightfully selfish rather than
simply altruistic. It saves people
money and leaves them healthier
in the long run.
I’m not a hippie, nor am I some
sycophantic brown-noser attempting to appeal to the sensibilities
of liberal professors or scientists.
I’m a cash-strapped student just
like many of you. I’ve felt the pain
of going to the gas pump when
prices are $4.65 a gallon, and I’ve
frequently wondered how I could
save money in the face of rising
energy costs.
I want to dig deep into the reasons that we see things like this
happening. Climate change is a
multifaceted argument that can
be disputed depending upon one’s
perspective, but nobody can deny

that the world is changing in other
ways.
Which brings me to today’s topic. Global Warming pales in comparison to this great unknown; it
is one you won’t hear about from
politicians.
What we’re learning about today,
ladies and gents, is Peak Oil Theory.
Believe it or not, we’re running out
of oil. That’s something that most of
you are probably already aware of,
but did you know that a great number of scientists believe that within
a century, the human race will have
exhausted all its oil supplies?
Peak Oil Theory, in a nutshell,
basically says that for years and
years we’ve been drawing up oil
from our planet.
We don’t get oil from one centralized location, but rather from pockets in various locales throughout the
earth. From these pockets we extracted a record high in 2011, with
83.6 million barrels per day.
After a certain point, we are going to reach a peak in these locations, a point we’ve already gotten
to in many places. The United
States is believed to have reached
its peak around 1971.
The peak is basically the point
at which we will extract the largest amount of oil possible from an
area and, in all subsequent years,
the amount that we’ll extract will
be marginally smaller than the
year before. It’s believed that at
some point we will reach a worldwide peak in which all the pockets
of oil within the world will start to
yield less oil.
Then, when demand starts to
greatly exceed what’s being produced, the global economy will
start to spiral downward as prices rise (such is the idea Peak Oil

Green Piece
ALEX GROVES

supporters have, at least). A lot of
credible organizations and experts
believe that we’re coming up on
that time much more rapidly than
anyone else realizes.
Some say we’re already upon it,
and others believe it’s right around
the corner.
In fact, a recent study from Shell
indicates that by the end of this
decade, demand will exceed the
amount of oil in the world. That’s
not a surprising figure when you
consider that we’re making less oil
and the population is rising. This
is one reason we see gas prices at
such alarmingly high rates.
We’re quickly coming upon a
time when the worldwide extraction of petroleum will significantly decrease; perhaps it’s time
to embrace the green movement.
As students, we’re in the perfect
position to bring our job skills
together in a world that can work
toward green jobs and alternative
green energies.
We’ve already seen the rise of
electric hybrid vehicles such as
the Chevrolet Volt as well as an
increased interest in solar technologies. There’s been a resurgent
popularity in riding bikes as people are making strides toward using less fuel.
And although this is an issue
that we’re currently still trying to
work out, it’s not unsolvable. This
is just one of many reasons that
going green is gravely important
in our modern world.

Everyone needs to keep a
civil tongue in their heads
Civility is required for ideas
to progress and society to
function, colleges need it
DOMINIQUE ROCKER
Daily Titan

As with any election, this year’s
brought out the claws and sharp teeth
of politicians and threw respect out
the window. In fact, many wounds
may still be open and smarting.
Even putting the election aside,
we live in an age where the Internet
has made it easy and frightfully common to attack someone on the other
side of a computer. Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, etc. have all
become forums for bullying that is
then broadcast for the world to see.
It comes from all sides and from all
views and it is quickly spiraling out
of control.
It is an unfortunate reminder that
although America may have come far
in terms of equality, we are nowhere
near a perfectly civil environment.
In an article by the Associated Press,
college campuses are examined as the
ground zeroes for a new surge of efforts to foster diversity and respectful
discourse.
“From the University of Missouri
to Penn State and Vanderbilt, colleges
across the country are treating the erosion of common decency as a public
health epidemic on par with measles

outbreaks and sexually transmitted
diseases,” states the article.
Universities often end up as battlegrounds for liberal movements and
civil rights; it is therefore unsurprising
that they would be leading the charge
in this case.
“We want to be a campus that’s
welcoming to all, and hostile to
none,” said University of Tennessee
Chancellor Jimmy Cheek in the article on the reason for implementing
such policies.
Yet some view these policies as a
breach on the First Amendment and
a “muzzle” on unpopular speech—
which, for the most part, is still protected. Many of those against such
policies, however, agree that civility is
an issue, but that it should be “promoted, not believed in.”
In the current climate, however, it
may be necessary to have these kinds
of policies in place, as it has come to
the point where people have shown
that they cannot act politely toward
one another even in the professional
or academic forum. Where discourse
and discussion should come first,
these have now taken a backseat to
hurtful words and actions.
The fact that many college campuses have adopted them shows that
it has come to be a necessity.
In America, we may reach a certain point where these policies are no
longer needed and civility can simply

be “promoted, not believed in.” However, we are not there at this point in
time and we may not reach it without
some sort of push.
In 2006, Cal State Fullerton adopted its own “Commitment to Civility,” which states that CSUF views
freedom of speech and expression “as
an essential characteristic of a community of scholars.”
It also states that learning and academic growth are important values
to be reached at CSUF, where “learning is pre-eminent.” To that end, “it
is imperative that we foster a climate
where civility is valued, appreciated,
and expected and where all members
of the community are treated with
dignity, respect, and care,” according
to the policy.
Universities want to foster growth
and knowledge, but without civility
in mind it becomes much more difficult to do so. By asking people to
put aside their hostile differences in
favor of respectful discussion, colleges
are not silencing, but rather trying
to encourage more talk. Until such
time that this can be done without an
implemented push from the colleges,
it it a necessary addition to campuses.
These civility policies are not an
attack on freedom of speech or expression, they are simply stating that
there is a time and place for certain
opinions to be shared. The academic
setting is not that place.
VISIT US AT DAILYTITAN.COM/OPINION
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Softball coach brings positive attitude
Kelly Ford has won five
South Coast Conference
Coach of the Year awards
KARRIE REITER
For the Daily Titan

As she casually shuffles through mail
in her black leather chair, Kelly Ford, 43,
has made her office at Cal State Fullerton
her new home.
Her petite figure contrasts with the
towering bulk of her dark, U-shaped
desk. Her appearance is simple—skinny
blue jeans, flat shoes, an ivory shirt and
small silver hoop earrings.
Ford is the new head softball coach
at CSUF.
“It’s a dream job,” said Ford.
A native of Portland, Ore., Ford left
home after graduating high school and
began building her softball career.
After graduating college in 1992, Ford
looked for coaching opportunities and
was accepted at Cal State Northridge for
her first graduate assistant coach position.
She later moved to a full-time assistant coach position at Oklahoma State
University.
Ford built great ties with past coaches
and moved back to Northridge for another five years.
She then came to CSUF during National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division I playoffs to assist coaching and
said it was an “awesome experience.”
Having established years of experience, she felt ready to apply for a head
coach position and was accepted at Mt.
San Antonio College.
Ford developed her coaching techniques at the community college for 11
years until an open position at CSUF encouraged her to move to an upper division of college softball.
During her time at Mt. SAC, Ford was
named South Coast Conference Coach
of the Year five times.
“I feel luck, I feel excited, I have no
regrets,” Ford said.
Ford’s motivation for softball was influenced by her father. He coached Ford

in local recreational leagues.
“I feel like every weekend we jumped
in the station wagon and went from tournament to tournament and that’s for sure
where the softball bug hit. I played basketball and volleyball and I am an avid
skier… growing up that’s just the way we
hung out together and played,” Ford said.
Ford’s sense of humor surfaces as she
describes why she chose softball.
“My secret, I would want to be a rock
star, but that really wasn’t happening with
my voice. So rock star or softball coach,
ehh, I chose softball… I can’t imagine
coaching another sport,” she said.
A former player of Ford, Yasmin
Mossadeghi, 32, admires the continuous motivation and enthusiasm Ford
shares with her team.
Mossadeghi was a sophomore at CSUF
when she met Ford, who came on board
as assistant coach during the NCAA Division I series and made an impact on Mossadeghi and quickly became her mentor.
“I looked up to her in many ways, both
professionally and as a person,” said Mossadeghi. “She always made time for me and always returned my calls when I needed help
or advice… when I needed honest answers
she always gave it to me with a good heart…
I loved how she dove into everything with a
no-lose attitude and made every situation a
positive reason why it happened.”
Mossadeghi is now the head softball
coach at Southwestern College in Chula
Vista, Calif.
“I saw how passionate Kelly (Ford) was
with coaching and finding ways to help
us get better as a team, that it seemed like
a fun and exciting job to dive into,” Mossadeghi said.
Ford’s motivation, energy and positive outlook have helped guide her
coaching success.
Her thriving dedication gives influence to others, said Shannon Miniken,
41, Ford’s sister.
“Kelly has an endless amount of patience. She stays calm and makes mountains into molehills. I love her sense of
humor, and she sees the good in everyone,” said Miniken.
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Ford is the third head softball coach in Cal State Fullerton’s history. She previously held a head coach position at
Mt. San Antonio College for 11 years, after serving as an assistant coach at CSUF for the Division I softball team.

Motivated by her family, Ford took
control of her life and said she kept a positive attitude throughout her struggles.
At age 5, Ford was faced with her parent’s divorce. Ford said her childhood
was “bumpy.”
She admits to making life stressful for
her parents.
“I was a little hyper and always into
stuff,” Ford said.
Ford’s mother, Carol Sundholm, 67,
said the divorce helped her daughter grow
into the strong, responsive and compassionate person that she has become.
“If you go through life without the
bumps it’s not as easy to go through stress,
not knowing them,” said Sundholm.

Ford grew up with an active family
lifestyle. Hiking, picnicking, camping,
biking, sports and avid ski trips were
regular activities the family did together.
“We were a big outdoors family…
my grandfather was a big inspiration.
Charles Bradford, he was a math teacher
and a musician,” Ford said.
Ford said the value of family is a priority,
but unfortunately her busy work schedule
has caused her to miss family events.
“I was really bummed I had to miss my
aunt’s birthday this past weekend because
of the first week on the job,” she said.
Ford’s priority is to keep her life balanced.
She has established her career and has
a home in Long Beach. Ford said she now

finds spending time with her 2-year-old
daughter Sarah as most important.
Ford adopted Sarah when she was
2 months old from a foster agency in
Long Beach.
Ford said she believes motivation
through her attitude is contagious.
“When you’re excited about something that makes it more inspired to give
more… I want my athletes to be inspired
by my energy,” Ford said.
“What I want people to walk away with
when they see CSUF play is that they play
hard, they leave it all on the field and the
outcome is going to be the outcome, but
I want my athletes walking away knowing
they gave everything,” she added.
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Women’s volleyball split
weekend road games

Titan senior outside hitter Kayla
Neto breaks and sets pace for all-time
kill record vs. Long Beach State 49ers
JUSTIN ENRIQUEZ
Daily Titan

JOHN PEKCAN / For the Daily Titan

A Titan player looks to make a pass in a 3-6 loss against Long Beach State at KHS Ice Arena on
Friday, Oct. 19. The men’s ice hockey team will begin a slew of six games on the road this week.

Men’s ice hockey team
falls short in rematch
The Titans looked to extract
revenge against the number
one team in the conference
ERIC FARRELL
Daily Titan

Cal State Fullerton’s ice hockey
team fell short Saturday in a rematch against Northern Arizona
University 3-1, one night after losing to NAU in embarrassing fashion, 11-0.
“Those guys blew us out and
embarrassed us last night, so we
needed to take it back to them and
show them that we are not the team
we were last night,” said Titans forward Justin Monteleone.
Despite being handed another
loss, it was a moral victory of sorts
for the Titans, who turned in a
strong effort against one of the top
teams in the region.
Defenseman Jake Brummett,
who along with Monteleone had
watched Friday’s 11-0 loss from the
stands, pointed out the differences
in how his team played Saturday.
“Last night, I was in the stands
watching the game. It was a little
tough to watch. We weren’t winning battles in the corners and we
came out scared,” said Brummett.
“We were more aggressive tonight.
We were hitting them and weren’t
scared.”
NAU again came out strong
Saturday night, showing their size,
speed and skill as they mounted an
early offense that left the Titans unable to put much pressure in their
offensive zone. The Ice Jacks struck

first midway through the opening
frame after Brummett’s breakout
pass to another Titans player was
picked off, giving NAU the goalscoring opportunity.
The Titans were given a chance to
tie the game after NAU’s Jonathan
Isbell was given a high-sticking major, but the ensuing power play was
neutralized by the Ice Jacks until
the Titans took an unsportsmanlike penalty. This caused the two
teams to skate four-on-four, and
NAU was able to tally their second
goal of the night.
Play slowed down considerably
in the second period, but the Ice
Jacks did manage to tack on another nifty goal as an NAU player
squeezed behind the Titan defense
and slipped the puck between Titan goaltender Brandon Heethuis’
legs, making it a 3-0 game.
Titan Adam Brusig cut the deficit to two later in the period with a
power play goal. The Titans gained
possession of the puck after an offensive zone faceoff, and Brusig
fired a low shot that cleanly beat
the Ice Jacks goaltender.
“You just have to throw the
puck on the net, and I think that’s
what we need to start doing,” said
Brusig.
The Titans would end up being outshot 52-20. Heethuis had
49 saves in another strong effort
as he made several sprawling saves
throughout the game.
The Titans have now dropped
three in a row and have shown inconsistency throughout the season.
Earlier in the season they had de-

feated San Jose State 3-2, only to
have the favor handily returned
with a 10-0 score a few weeks later.
“We’re not happy right now. We
play top teams like we did tonight,
and we’re not consistent. To lose
last night 11-0 and then lose tonight 3-1 to the same team, we’re
not turning in consistent effort,”
Brummett said.
Even with the wide shot margin
and another loss, Monteleone said
the team had learned an important
lesson from Saturday’s game.
“We had a tough road trip
where we went 2-2 in San Jose,
and then after last night’s loss, the
morale was really bad. We had a
team dinner today where we talked a long time about how we can’t
be timid and scared. They’re college students too. They party, they
date girls, and they’re exactly like
us. We had to realize that,” Monteleone said.
The
increased
confidence
showed. The Titans didn’t shy away
from checking and played a defensively sound game—most impressively, not surrendering any goals
on the numerous power plays the
team faced.
Still, a loss is a loss, and Brusig
said the team is frustrated—despite
the earnest effort given by the Titans on Saturday.
“The coach ran out of things to
say. He just said how he’s going to
leave it up to us, and if we wanted
to win, we’ll win. He told us he’s
sick and tired of losing, and I know
all of us are too. We’re very frustrated,” Brusig said.

The Cal State Fullerton women’s volleyball
team (14-13, 8-6 in conference) split their two
games over the weekend as they tried to finish
Big West Conference play strong. The team visited the Long Beach State 49ers Friday and lost
3-1. The Titans then bounced back with a 3-1
win at UC Irvine on Saturday.
However, the biggest story for the Titans was
senior outside hitter Kayla Neto, who captured
the all-time CSUF kill record with a 25-kill effort against Long Beach State. She passed Brittany Moore who held the previous record of
1,534. Moore played for the Titans from 20052008.
Neto powered the team with yet another
strong performance. In addition to her 25 kills,
she provided 11 digs en route to her 14th consecutive double-double and 17th of the year. It
was also the 10th time this season she had more
than 20 kills in a match.
Unfortunately for the Titans, Neto’s ascension
to the top of the record books was not enough
on Friday, as the 49ers defeated the Titans 3-1
(25-19, 25-27, 25-21, 25-20). Long Beach State
was led by Chism Okpala, who had 17 kills and
a .314 hitting percentage on the night.
Current Big West Player of the Week Janisa
Johnson contributed mightily to the 49ers attack with 16 kills and 16 digs. The team’s offense was fueled by setter Tara Roenicke, who
notched 43 assists and 11 kills.
CSUF in defeat also had a major contribution
from junior outside hitter Bre Moreland, who
recorded 12 kills and 18 digs in her 17th double-double of the season. Sophomore setter Julie
Consani racked up the third double-double of
the match for the Titans with 50 assists and 10
digs; it was her fourth of the year.
Though the Titans had strong individual performances, as a team they statistically fell short
to Long Beach State in all areas. CSUF had a
hitting percentage of 0.173, 10 blocks, 71 digs,
and zero aces while the 49ers racked up a hit-

ting percentage of 0.230, 11 blocks, 81 digs and
2 aces.
On Saturday the Titans bounced back and
stayed in contention in the Big West with a 3-1
(25-29, 25-27, 22-25, 25-21) win over the UC
Irvine Anteaters. This was CSUF’s sixth straight
win over UCI.
CSUF’s proficiency on the offensive end
proved to be the difference in the game as they
hit 0.180 with six aces to the Anteaters 0.099
hitting percentage and three aces. The Titans
also had more blocks with 14, but the Anteaters
had more digs, with 92 compared to CSUF’s 87.
The Titans are now 8-0 when winning the first
two sets this season.
The Titans were once again led by the dynamic duo of Neto and Moreland as they have
been all season. Moreland racked up 19 kills and
a career and match-high of 27 digs for her 18th
double-double of the season. Neto also netted
her 18th double-double and 15th in a row with
19 kills and 14 digs.
Consani had another strong performance of
distributing the ball, racking up a match-high
of 44 assists. Freshman middle blocker Lauren
Kissell also chipped in seven kills. The Titans
defensive effort was fueled by freshman middle
blocker Holland Crenshaw, who had six block
assists and six kills.
In defeat, the Anteaters had a strong performance from junior outside hitter Aly Squires
who had a double-double of 15 kills and 14
digs. Senior opposite hitter Taylor Smith totaled
13 kills.
The Titans now have four games left in the
season and have to close out the season strong
in order to play for the Big West Championship. CSUF is currently fifth in the Big West
Conference and trails UC Davis by just one win
for the fourth spot. Hawaii has already been
crowned the Big West regular season champion
with their 14-0 conference record.
CSUF will host their two last home games
of the season this week. On Friday, they welcome the Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Mustangs to
Titan Gym at 7 p.m. The Titans then host the
UC Santa Barbara Gauchos Saturday at 7 p.m.,
which will be their last home game of the year.
For more information regarding the women’s
volleyball team, visit FullertonTitans.com.

Titan ice hockey suffers tough loss
Northern Arizona University
outplays the men’s hockey
team on their own home ice
GABY MARTINEZ
Daily Titan

A depleted and injury-riddled
Cal State Fullerton ice hockey
team fell to the Northern Arizona
University Ice Jacks by a score of
11-0 Friday at KHS Ice Arena.
The Titans were missing two players to injuries and two more to
suspensions from the team’s previous game against Cal State Northridge. NAU scored three goals
each in the first and second periods, and five in the third.
Cal State Fullerton expected
a tough matchup against the Ice
Jacks, who lead the West Coast
Hockey Conference (WCHC)
with a record of 11-3 and has
several offensive weapons. CSUF,
NAU, Cal State Long Beach and
Loyola Marymount University
are the four teams in the WCHC,
which is part of the American
Collegiate Hockey Association.
Standings in the WCHC deter-

mine whether the team is playoff
bound.
NAU received contributions
from a plethora of players. Gregory
Park recorded a hat trick with his
three goals. Liam Ayoub, Dustin
Taylor, Dillon Butenhoff, Vinny
Eck, Ryan Greenspan, Nick Short,
Adam Surber and Nathan Kundia
also found the back of the net.
The Titans had several scoring
opportunities in the game, but
couldn’t manage to get the puck
past Ice Jack goaltender Andy
Salazar. This was Salazar’s first
game of the season.
The Titans looked re-energized
after the second intermission and
came out playing some solid hockey.
Forward Taylor Castle created
some scoring chances, but it was
to no avail as Salazar was perfect
in net.
CSUF forward and ice hockey
team president Tyler Hainey discussed how difficult it is playing
in a game with such a high goal
deficit.
“It’s really tough playing in a
game down so many goals. You

just have to go out there and try,
but it’s really hard. It requires a
mental toughness that is hard to
develop especially for young players,” said Hainey.
With the absence of defenseman
Payne Sauer, Hainey was asked by
Head Coach Ronnie White to play
Sauer’s position. Hainey grew up
playing defenseman, so it was a
fairly natural transition for him.
Compared to past games where
Hainey played the forward position in a defensive manner, he
looked more comfortable playing
as a defenseman.
“I played defense my entire life.
Tonight, I was still trying to get
the positioning down. I made a
few mistakes, and there is no excuse for that,” Hainey said. “I
did feel pretty comfortable out
there, and I got a lot of ice time. I
thought I made some decent plays,
but it just wasn’t enough tonight.”
It was definitely a tough battle
Friday night, but the Titans still
have four more games against
WCHC rivals this season and are
vying for an opportunity to make
the playoffs.
VISIT US AT DAILYTITAN.COM/SPORTS
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BASKETBALL: Victory in home opener
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

DTSPORTS
BRIEF
Cross country
finish season

“Sacramento State is a dangerous team. They are able to shoot the
threes. I was not nervous, I just wanted to stop them. I loved the way we
answered. We would go up, then they
would make a run. I think how we
answer is the trademark of this team,”
Foster said.
This win gives the Titans a 1-1 start
to the season, and the players hope
that the team continues to play as well
as they did on Sunday. The Titans take
on the University of San Francisco at
home Saturday.
It was a great way to end the weekend for the Titans, Foster said. After
their loss to Nevada on Friday, this win
felt even better than usual.
“It felt good to win at home. Nevada was disappointing. We kind of
shot ourselves in the foot there, and to
play at home we had to get past the
nerves. It was huge. The 94 points,
that’s great, but I am more happy
about our rebounds. So many contributed to the win,” Foster said.
For more information on the women’s basketball team’s roster, upcoming
schedule or this match-up, visit FullertonTitans.com.
Photos by
ROBERT HUSKEY / Daily Titan
TOP: Sophomore guard Chante
Miles drives the lane and splits
the defenders. Miles hit four
three-pointers en route to 18
points. She also racked up
seven rebounds, two assists,
and three steals.
BOTTOM: Junior guard Alex
Thomas shoots an open jump
shot. Thomas had a strong
performance coming off the
bench for the Titans with
17 points off of eight-for-16
shooting. She also had seven
rebounds and four assists.

The Cal State Fullerton men’s
and women’s cross country
teams completed their season
by competing in the 2012 NCAA
West Regional Championships.
The event took place at Jefferson Park Golf Course on Friday
in Seattle.
The Titan men finished the
meet in 25th place with a score
of 784. The men’s team combined for a pack of 129-161163-164-167 and an average
time of 33:12 in the 10,000-meter race.
Sophomore Marco Zaragoza
was the first Titan to cross the
finish line at 32:17 in the race
and a finish in 130th place.
He was followed by another
sophomore, Jayson Perez, who
finished 164th and a time of
33:18. Freshman Jeff Little was
166th with a time of 33:20 in his
first taste of postseason competition.
The Titan women totaled
864 points en route to a 28th
place finish. They had a pack
of 153-165-179-180-187 and
an average time of 23:01 in the
6,000-meter race.
Junior Lauren McIntyre was
the first to finish with a time of
22:22 with a 156th place finish.
Second came sophomore Katie
Bathgate who finished 170th
with a time of 22:39. Sophomore Tijerra Lynch was the third
Titan across the finish line with
a 186th place finish and a time
of 23:09.
For more information on the
men’s and women’s cross country
teams, visit FullertonTitans.com.
Brief by JUSTIN ENRIQUEZ

Men’s soccer shutout in playoffs
The Titans unable to seize
scoring opportunities and
go down 2-0 in semifinal
ANGEL MENDOZA
Daily Titan

The Cal State Fullerton men’s
soccer team (8-12-1, 4-5-1 in
conference) finalized their 2012
season by falling to UC Davis 2-0
in the Big West Conference Tournament semifinal Wednesday evening.
With the win, the Aggies improved to 10-6-4 overall and advanced to Saturday’s conference
final where they fell to eventual
champion Cal State Northridge
1-0.
CSUF had two opportunities in
the first half to open the scoring.
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A one-touch shot by sophomore
forward Anthony Rosales in the
17th minute off a deflection by
the Aggies defense was stopped at
the lower right corner. Senior defender Mario Alvarez had a shot
in the 27th minute deflect off the
crossbar to keep CSUF scoreless.
In the 26th minute, UC Davis
sophomore forward Matt Sheldon
broke the scoreless tie by way of
a header to the upper right corner
as he got behind the defense and
connected on a cross by freshman
forward Eric Budniewski. It was
Sheldon’s third goal of the year
and gave the Aggies a 1-0 lead going into the intermission.
CSUF came out firing in the
second half, taking 11 of their
18 shots after the break. The Titans took the first four shots after

the break, including attempts by
midfielders Gerzon Blanco and
Ian Ramos that were blocked by
the Aggies defense. On a later attempt, senior defender Jameson
Campbell had his header at the
left post denied by junior goalkeeper Omar Zeenni.
Titan forward Jesse Escalante
also tried to stamp his imprint on
this game late in the second half.
In the 76th minute, he saw one of
his headers go wide of the net off
a cross by Rosales. Another one of
his shots also went wide on a bicycle kick attempt.
With less than 10 minutes left
in the match, the Aggies padded
their lead by way of a goal by
sophomore defender Ian Palmer
in the 83rd minute, the first in his
career at UC Davis. Sophomore
forward Matt Wiesenfarth controlled the ball down the middle
of the field and found Palmer on
the left, who put his shot past the
defense and into the back of the
net for the insurance goal.
Although UC Davis came away
with the victory, CSUF had plenty
of opportunities and actually outshot the Aggies 18-11. The Titans
also had seven corners compared
to five for Davis. Escalante finished with a game-high four shots
while junior midfielder Alex Aguiar led the Aggies in shots with
three.
The Titans played well to end
the season, winning four of their
last six games. Escalante led the
Titans all season, accumulating a
team-leading 18 points and eight
goals. Ramos played good allaround soccer, as he came up with
17 points, six goals and five assists.
Blanco was no slouch either, totaling four goals and three assists.
CSUF will have to make some
adjustments next year, as there
are seven seniors on the current
squad, including Escalante and
Blanco. Team captain Bobby Reiss
and defender Jameson Campbell
are also seniors and played admirable defense all season. The squad
will look different next year, and
only time will tell if the changes
lead to more victories.
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Health/Beauty Services

“The Color Specialists”
Special Offer
Color, Haircut, and Style
$60.00
Visit me on my Facebook
Febe Hairstylist
For appointment please
call @ (714) 606-5547
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Aries (March 21-April 19) Protecting home and family is a priority, especially where finances are involved.
Deception gets revealed. Don’t waste resources. Pool them. Follow a person who cares about you.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Your self-confidence is reaching a new level. Consider all possibilities. One educational door closes, and another opens. Seek help from
an unusual source. Begin a new meditation practice.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) You’re learning valuable and
powerful skills. Don’t be distracted by daydreams, or run
from a tough situation. Romantic conclusions lead to new
opportunities. Postpone an outing. Take responsibility.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Change opens a new view in your love
life. Push forward against all odds. Postpone a financial discussion.
Don’t require reasons. Use your own good sense. You’ll be fine.

college
life.
remixed.

Sudoku
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new student
apartments opening
summer 2013

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Increase productivity. There could be
a difference of opinion, and that person wants facts, not fiction. Double-check info, and stand up for yourself. Flaunt it.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Ignore one who would deceive. You’re
on a roll, and there’s a bonus. Study up, and don’t base plans on
fantasies. Each ending allows for a new beginning. Love sparks.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Resolve to renovate your home
without gambling on risky choices. Plan and speculate. Postpone a financial discussion. Defer gratification for now. Craft your vision for the perfect place.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Ignore distractions, and ask for the
money. Others are persuasive. You’re making cash for them. Stand
up for what’s right. Paint something small, and watch for spills.
Sagittarius
(Nov.
22-Dec.
21)
Your
limitations
are
melting.
Put
love
notes in someone’s lunch box. Discover a bonus.
Cautiously
make
a
bold
declaration.
Revise
your routine with a new or different procedure.

How To Play:
Each row must contain
the numbers 1 to 9; each
column must contain the
numbers 1 to 9: and each
set of boxes must contain
the numbers 1 to 9.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Retreat to advance
later. Keep your sensitivity from overtaking reason. Talk to a trustworthy partner. Check figures for
accuracy. Get the status as well as the money. Stash it.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) You’re gaining a new perspective. Keep a secret, and stay thrifty. Capitalize on the flow of
ideas. Clean out closets. Add a positive spin for a lighter heart.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) Go ahead and relax. Don’t be afraid
of shadows or changes. New information dispels old fears. Write
about dream messages. Keep track of money to avoid confusion.
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